Echo state networks represent a special type of recurrent neural networks. Recent papers stated that the echo state networks maximize their computational performance on the transition between order and chaos, the so-called edge of chaos.
INTRODUCTION
Even though recurrent neural networks seem to provide an e cient way to process data in biological organisms, arti cial models of recurrent networks are currently considered to be more di cult to train than their feed-forward counterparts [17] . In feed-forward networks, input data propagate through the network in the feedforward manner only, hence the data pass through each neuron only once. In the case of recurrent neural networks, the data might ow through the network back and forth for an extended time Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permi ed. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. GECCO '17, Berlin, Germany period, each neuron might process the data multiple times, and the data from di erent time points can be combined to build various time dependent relations. In other words, recurrent networks implicitly bene t from memory capability, that allows them to solve various non-Markovian tasks 1 without being explicitly provided by additional inputs.
Recurrent networks are harder to train, however, they provide a set of very desirable properties. To overcome the cumbersome training, Jaeger developed a new approach known as echo state networks [7] . is model signi cantly speeds up training and avoids most of the training pitfalls at the cost of decreased adaptation ability. e key element in echo state networks is a large, randomly generated recurrent network. Echo state networks rely on the assumption that this large random network nonlinearly transforms the input into so many variations that extraction of useful information becomes simple.
ere are, however, some restrictions to the random weights in order for the recurrent network to behave reasonably. When the weights are too large, the network's output resembles a white noise and it is called to have a chaotic dynamics (Figure 1c ). In the opposite case, where the weights are too small, the activity of the network tends to die out and it is called to have an ordered dynamics ( Figure 1a ). In neither of the two cases is it possible to 1 In Markovian tasks the input in a single time point provides a complete state information necessary to solve the task, opposite to the non-Markovian tasks, where a longer history of input values might be required. For instance, deducing whether a car has reached its known destination point, knowing the position of the car in each time step, is a simple Markovian task. However, if only the velocity of the car in each time step is known, the task is non-Markovian, since the velocity has to be integrated over time to calculate the position. extract anything useful out of the network. According to the papers by Bertschinger and Natschläger [3] and Boedecker et al. [4] , the best properties are provided when the recurrent network dynamics is on the very transition between order and chaos ( Figure 1b ). is particular transition was given the name edge of chaos [11] .
Similar phenomena has been observed also in the elds of cellular automata [11] , boolean networks [10] , spiking networks [12] , and even biological cortical circuits [2] .
PROBLEM SPECIFICATION
Our primary goal is to evolve the recurrent part of echo state networks using neuroevolution and analyze the computational power of such evolved networks and their relation to the edge of chaos. Both subjects, the computational power and the edge of chaos relation, will be compared with the corresponding properties of the original, pure random, echo state networks.
Echo state networks in combination with the edge of chaos suggest an idea of how biological networks might achieve such an unbeaten performance. Instead of training each neural synapse separately, the brain tissue might grow more or less randomly and still obtain great results by remaining on the edge of chaos. Unfortunately, the papers by Bertschinger and Natschläger [3] and Boedecker et al. [4] , which evaluate the performance of echo state networks on the edge of chaos, only consider pure random networks where all pairs of neurons have the same probability of being connected. Such networks consist of a structure with no regularities, no repeating pa erns and no locality dependencies. Such a model does not comply with the knowledge of biological neural tissue, that might have a higher degree of regularity [21] .
To allow evolution of biologically plausible networks, we will use the HyperNEAT algorithm [5] , which provides the means to build complex regular structures. We are interested whether the biologically plausible networks will perform comparably to their pure random counterparts and whether their performance will relate to the edge of chaos.
Before the main experiment, we will replicate the original results of Bertschinger and Natschläger [3] and Boedecker et al. [4] who propose that computational power of echo state networks is maximized on the edge of chaos.
METHODS
In this section, all the methods used in the experiments will be explained to a greater depth.
Echo State Networks
An echo state network, de ned by Jaeger [7] , consists of a recurrent network with weight matrix W , a vector of input coe cients − → w in , and a vector of readout coe cients − → w out ( Figure 2 ). e activations of the neurons in the recurrent network, the input value, and the output value in time t are denoted by − → a t , x t and o t , respectively. e activations and the output value are calculated as follows:
e recurrent network and the input coe cients are generated randomly and never change, the only part that is trained for the given problem are the readout coe cients. ey are chosen so that the predicted sequence and the desired output sequence minimize their squared distance. For the echo state network to work properly, the recurrent network cannot be completely random. Instead, it shall have a so-called echo state property (sometimes called fading memory). Informally, it means that the state of the netwok only depends on a nite history of its inputs. A more formal de nition will not be provided, as it is equivalent to the de nition of a network with ordered dynamics described in the next section [3] . More information about echo state networks and their training can be found in the original paper by Jaeger [7] .
Chaotic and Ordered Dynamics
Let us brie y introduce chaotic and ordered dynamics. A system in which a su ciently small perturbation of initial parameters disappears in a nite time is called to be ordered. A system in which a perturbation ampli es is called to be chaotic.
In this section, we will describe a measure of chaoticity called Lyapunov exponent (denoted by λ) in the context of neural networks. Its rationale is to let a neural network run from two slightly perturbed initial states and measure the distance between the two network states from that moment on. If the two network states tend to converge, the system is in the ordered phase and λ < 0. If they diverge, the system is in the chaotic phase and λ > 0. e edge of chaos lies right in the middle, where the two states tend to keep the same distance from each other and λ ≈ 0. e formal de nition of Lyapunov exponent λ is following:
where γ t is the distance of the two initially perturbed states in time t and γ 0 is the distance of the initial states, i.e., the size of the perturbation. We will adopt the algorithm by Spro [20] for numerical estimation of Lyapunov exponent. Let us explain the process.
(1) A random sequence of 2000 values is generated to drive the neural network. (2) e network is run for 1000 time steps and its outputs are discarded. is action is performed for the network to stabilize.
(3) A er the 1000 steps, the network is duplicated. In the second network, the activation value of one of its neurons is perturbed by the value of γ 0 (in this paper γ 0 = 10 −12 ). (4) Both the networks proceed one time step forward and the distance between their states is calculated. Formally, the distance Figure 3 : Illustration of the Lyapunov exponent algorithm. A er each time step, the distance between the original and the perturbed network is recorded and normalized to the initial value of γ 0 .
will be denoted by
activations of the neurons in the rst and the second network respectively and || · || denotes the Euclidean distance. is distance is recorded for later use. (5) e state of the perturbed network is normalized to the initial
is action is performed because the activation value of a neuron usually has a limited range (e.g., [0; 1] for sigmoidal transfer function) and therefore, the distance between the states is also limited. is action ensures that the two states do not diverge close to this limit and also avoids numerical over ows. Figure 3 visualizes this operation. (6) Repeat steps 4 and 5 until the end of the input sequence. (7) Return to (3) and choose a di erent neuron to be perturbed.
is process is repeated for each neuron in the network. e nal Lyapunov exponent is the average logarithm of the distance of the two trajectories, averaged over all neurons: λ = ln γ n t /γ 0 t,n , where γ n t denotes the distance of the two states in time t and perturbed neuron n and · t,n denotes the arithmetic average over time and all neurons. e theory behind order and chaos is, of course, much more extensive and far beyond the scope of this paper. For more information, please refer to [19] .
INFORMATION THEORY MEASURES
To gain an additional insight on what is happening inside a recurrent network, we will present two measures from the informationtheoretical framework de ned by Lizier et al. [15] . e rst measure is called active information storage (AIS) and it denotes the average mutual information between the past states of a random process and its next state. Its de nition is following:
, where X (k ) n = {X n , X n−1 , ..., X n−k +1 } denotes the semi-in nite past of the process X n and p(·) denotes the probability function. In the context of neural networks, the active information storage of a neuron measures how much does the neuron's history in uence its future state. Self-links or transfers of information to other neurons and back are also considered. e second measure is called transfer entropy (TE). It always regards two random processes, a source and a destination, between whom is the transfer entropy measured. It denotes the amount of information from the source which determines the value of the destination and was not already provided in the destination's history. In other words, it is the mutual information between the current state of the source process Y and the next state of the destination process X conditioned on the history of the destination process:
In the context of neural networks, the transfer entropy measures how much does the current state of the source neuron in uence the next state of the destination neuron.
is measure was rst introduced by Schreiber [18] without the limit of k → ∞, which was suggested later by Lizier et al. [14] . e aforementioned measures represent a universal tool for analyzing random processes. Please refer to [15] for a uni ed overview.
NEUROEVOLUTION
In this section, we will present two genetic algorithms specialized solely on neural networks. e rst one is called NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) and the second one is its extension called Hypercube-based NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (HyperNEAT).
e NEAT algorithm was introduced by Stanley and Miikkulainen in 2002 and it is still widely used. It has proven to be an e cient method to simultaneously evolve both, the weights of a neural network and the network's topology. Please refer to the original paper by Stanley and Miikkulainen [22] for a thorough, yet succinct explanation. e original NEAT algorithm evolves each connection independently, which is su cient for small-scale neural networks. However, in the case of larger networks (i.e., hundreds of neurons), the number of connections is just too large for the evolution to succeed in a reasonable time. To overcome this issue, Gauci and Stanley exploited the idea of indirect genetic encoding and proposed an algorithm called HyperNEAT. is algorithm uses the original NEAT to evolve a population of neural networks called compositional pattern producing networks (CPPNs). e CPPNs are later presented with a user-de ned set of neurons on a Cartesian plane, called substrate, and they are queried for the weight and the presence of each potential connection between all pairs of neurons. e substrate may be much larger than the CPPN itself and the CPPNs may thus compactly represent complex structures with repeating pa erns and geometric regularities. For a more thorough description, please refer to the original paper by Gauci and Stanley [5] .
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
To measure the computational power of a neural network, we have selected the following three benchmarks: Memory Capacity (MC) [8] , Nonlinear AutoRegressive Moving Average (NARMA) [4] and a novel measure called Negative Ratio (NR). ey should assess the network's ability to store the data into a short-term memory (MC), operate with the memory (NARMA) and analyze it (NR). e memory capacity (MC) task evaluates the maximum duration for which is the network capable of remembering its inputs. e evaluated network is driven by a single input sequence and predicts an in nite number of output sequences. e desired value of the kth output sequence k is an exact copy of the input sequence delayed by k time steps. For each of the output sequences, the k-delay memory capacity is calculated as the squared Pearson correlation coe cient between the predicted output and the desired output:
where cov 2 denotes the squared sample covariance, var denotes the sample variance, k is the k-th desired output sequence, and o k is the k-th output sequence predicted by the network. e total memory capacity value is the sum of these k-delayed memory capacities:
During our experiments, we found this measure to be numerically unstable. When one of the output sequences has a very low variance (e.g., if the network always predicts a value close to 1.0), the MC value is unpredictable and can go up to in nity. is may represent a problem especially in the case of evolutionary algorithms. Whenever an evolutionary algorithm detects such an instability of the tness function, the instability is quickly exploited and the evolution converges to an undesired result. For this particular reason, we propose a numerically stable alternative of the memory capacity task called memory mean squared error (MMSE).
e evaluation of the MMSE is very similar to the evaluation of the MC. However, this time the network predicts only a nite number N of output sequences. e desired value of the k-th output sequence is, again, the input sequence delayed by k time steps. e nal MMSE value is the normalized root mean squared error of the predicted sequences with respect to the corresponding desired output sequences, as de ned in the following formula:
where t k and o t k are the values of the k-th desired sequence and the k-th predicted sequence in time t, respectively. 0 is the input sequence, and · t,k denotes the arithmetic average over time and all output sequences.
In Nonlinear AutoRegressive Moving Average (NARMA) task, the network is driven by a single input sequence and the task is to predict the following nonlinear combination of the past 30 inputs:
where t and x t are the values of the desired output sequence and the input sequence in time t, respectively. e performance of this task is measured using the normalized root mean squared error:
where o t is the value of the predicted sequence in time t and · t denotes the arithmetic average over time.
In the negative ratio (NR) task, the network shall estimate the ratio of negative numbers in the last K inputs. NR is the only of the proposed measures, where the exact input values are not important and instead, the values shall be conditioned on a speci c property. Formally, the desired output sequence is de ned as following:
where x t and t are the values of the input sequence and the desired output sequence in time t, respectively. neg(x) is equal to 1 i x ≤ 0 and 0 otherwise. e performance of this task is measured using the normalized root mean squared error:
where o t is the value of the predicted sequence in time t.
RANDOM ECHO STATE NETWORKS
In this section, the results of the related works by Bertschinger and Natschläger [3] and Boedecker et al. [4] are replicated. Both papers suggest that the computational power of randomly generated echo state networks is maximized on the transition between order and chaos. Furthermore, Boedecker et al. suggest that there is a peak of active information storage and transfer entropy right on the edge of chaos.
Experimental Settings
e experiment is conducted by generating a large set of random echo state networks of di erent parameters. All the evaluated echo state networks have 151 neurons (including the input neuron) and use hyperbolic tangent transfer function with no bias. e weights from the input neuron to all the other neurons are drawn uniformly from the range of [−0.1; 0.1]. All the other weights are drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and variance σ . e σ values are chosen so that log(σ ) is in the range of [−3.7; −0.8] increasing its value by 0.02. For each σ , we generate and evaluate 10 random networks. e input sequences for the MC task are drawn uniformly from the range of [−1; 1]. For the NARMA task, the range is [0; 0.5]. e length of the input sequences is 3000 time steps. e rst 1000 time steps are used to stabilize the network, i.e., the network is driven by the sequence, but its outputs are discarded. e next 1000 time steps are used to train the linear coe cients and the last 1000 time steps are used to evaluate the network's performance. e MC is evaluated only up to the delay limit of 300 time steps.
To evaluate AIS and TE, an input sequence of length 3000 time steps is generated uniformly from the range of [0; 0.5]. e rst 1000 steps are used to stabilize the network and the remaining 2000 time steps are used to calculate the measures. A history of size 2 is used for both the measures, instead of in nity. e AIS is averaged over all the neurons in the network and the TE is averaged over all the nonzero connections. e experiment consumed approximately 120 CPU days.
Results
e memory capacity (MC) against λ is plo ed in Figure 4a . e MC increases until the edge of chaos, where it reaches its maximum value. A er the performance peak, there is a sharp drop, which suggests that in the chaotic regime, even if it is very close to the transition, no data survive the surrounding noise for long.
Our results of the MC task actually di er from the original paper by Boedecker et al. [4] , where the MC only rarely reached a value higher than 10. On the other hand, our results are in accordance with the paper by Barančok and Farkaš [1] who investigated the e ect of structured input sequences (i.e., sequences which are not purely random) on the MC task. e NARMA error against λ is plo ed in Figure 4b . e error is decreasing until the edge of chaos, where it reaches its minima. A er the transition to the chaotic regime, the error sharply raises to the same value as if the network's output would be absolutely random.
is observation supports the idea that in the chaotic regime, the network output resembles a random white noise.
We have evaluated also the MMSE and NR tasks and the results are very similar. It seems that for all the evaluated tasks, the performance is indeed maximized on the edge of chaos. A rigorous reason for this behaviour remains an open question.
Let us analyze the e ects of randomly removing the majority of the connections between the neurons. According to our simulations, such a restriction of the connectivity does not signi cantly in uence the network's performance. Figure 4c demonstrates this phenomena on the MC task and a similar pa ern appears on the other evaluated performance tasks as well. It should be noted that restricting the number of connections while keeping the same weights makes the network dynamics more ordered (as stated by, e.g., Bertschinger and Natschläger [3] ).
Boedecker et al. [4] provide an additional insight on what is happening within a network on the edge of chaos. In the paper, the AIS and TE are measured, relative to λ. e results are replicated in Figure 5a and Figure 5b . Both of the measured entropies slowly decrease through the ordered regime until the edge of chaos, where they form a high sharp peak. In the chaotic regime, their value drops and remains at its lowest level. ere does not seem to be a direct correlation between the network's performance and the AIS or the TE. Nevertheless, the high peak leads to the belief that there is an unexpected irregularity on the transition between the order and chaos.
In the original paper by Boedecker et al. [4] , the AIS and TE were plo ed separately from the performance measures. Let us, instead, draw the entropies and the performance measures to a single plot focused tightly on the edge of chaos (Figure 5c ). A er a careful analysis of the gure, it can be seen that the best performance on the NARMA task ends immediately before the peaks of AIS and TE. When the entropies increase, the NARMA error increases with them. e reason may be that when the entropies reach a critical threshold, the network performance is impaired.
EVOLVED ECHO STATE NETWORKS
In this section, we are going to evolve the recurrent part of echo state networks via HyperNEAT algorithm. To avoid over ing to one of the given tasks, the evolution in our experiment is instructed to maximize the performance on the MMSE and the NARMA tasks simultaneously. We believe that these two tasks require contradictory properties of the evolved network, which may reduce overing by balancing between memory capacity and computational performance. Furthermore, the NR task is hidden to the evolution and it is instead used to validate the performance of the evolved network on tasks never seen before. e MC task is not evaluated at all because of its numerical instability discussed in Section 6. e MMSE task is used to asses the network's short-term memory instead.
Experimental Settings
Five runs of evolution are executed, each of which evolves a population of 150 CPPNs for 2000 generations. e substrate used in our experiment is a "golden angle spiral", in which the coordinate [X k ; Y k ] of the k-th neuron is de ned as X k = k/N cos(kφ + ω) and Y k = k/N sin(kφ + ω), where N is the number of neurons, φ is the "golden angle" equal to π (3 − √ 5), and ω is the rotation angle (i.e., the phase) of the whole spiral. e rotation angle ω is generated randomly for each of the ve evolutionary runs. e size of the substrate is 151 neurons. A single input neuron, whose activation always corresponds to the current input value, is placed in the centre of the substrate, on coordinate [0; 0]. When using a CPPN to build a connection between two neurons, the CPPN is fed by the distance between the neurons in addition to their coordinates. e networks generated on the substrate use hyperbolic tangent transfer function with no bias. Neurons disconnected from the input are not considered for λ, AIS and TE measures. e tness function of a CPPN is de ned as 2 − MMSE(x) − NARMA(x), where x is the network generated by the CPPN on the aforementioned substrate. e tness value is evaluated three times and the results are averaged. For the rst 15 generations of a life of a genome, its tness is boosted by 10%. e number of species is kept between 5 and 10. e di erence between two genomes is de ned as F /N + W /2, where N is the number of genes in the larger genome, F is the number of non-matching genes, and W is the average weight di erence of matching genes. e di erence threshold δ t for creating a new species begins at 2.0 and may be dynamically increased or decreased in each generation by 0.3.
Only the est 25% genomes of a species are allowed to reproduce. e elitism is set to 5%. If a species does not improve its tness for 20 generations, it is forbidden to reproduce. To select the best genomes, tournament selection of size four is used on the top 25% of the genomes in the species. Overall crossover probability is 70%. ere is only a 0.01% chance of interspecies mating. Overall mutation probability is 15%. If the mutation occurs, the chance of adding a new neuron is 1%, the chance of adding a new connection is 8%, the chance of removing a connection is 2%, and each weight has a 90% chance of being perturbed by a uniformly distributed random value from the range of [−0.2; 0.2]. e probability of mutating the bias of a neuron is 1% and the mutation process is the same as for the weight mutation.
Additionally, if the mutation occurs, the transfer function of each neuron might mutate as well. e probability of mutating the transfer function is 3% and in such a case, the function is replaced by one of the following functions: hyperbolic tangent, sine, signed step, signed gaussian, and linear transfer function.
We have evaluated a few more di erent con gurations and the results seemed to be insensitive to small parameter changes. e experiment consumed approximately 80 CPU days.
Results
e evolution of the tness value (2 − MMSE − NARMA) is plo ed in Figure 6a . All the evolutionary runs converged stably to a similar value. e improving evolution of MMSE is depicted in Figure 6b and NARMA manifested similar results (not depicted). Since MMSE and NARMA form the tness function, it is no surprise they consistently improve throughout the evolution. However, also the NR task (Figure 6c ), that was not optimized directly, slightly improved and stabilized, suggesting that the evolved network is not over ed to the tness function.
To compare the evolved networks with the orginal random echo state networks, the best representatives of both categories are selected. e selection criteria is the average of ten evaluations of the tness function. e two best representatives are statistically compared in Table 1 . e performance on the NARMA task is similar for both the random and the evolved network. However, on the MMSE task, the evolved network outperforms the random network by more than one order of magnitude. On the NR task, which has not been explicitly optimized by any of the two approaches, the evolved network also performs signi cantly be er. Now, we will address the question whether the evolution has any relation to the edge of chaos. Figure 7 plots NARMA versus λ and the histogram of λ's encountered during any of the ve runs of the evolution. Only a very few networks have strongly ordered dynamics and their performance is rather poor. e vast majority of evolved networks is concentrated on the ordered side of the edge of chaos, in the range of [−0.3; 0] of λ. It is clear that the evolution avoided chaotic regime at all costs. e results might suggest that the ordered side of the edge of chaos is a part of the search space favoured by evolutionary algorithms. One explanation may be, that if the evolution is completely unable to solve the given task, it may generate a network more or less randomly. If this random network is on the edge of chaos, its performance is still be er compared to the performance of an overly ordered or a chaotic network.
Topology
To be er understand the main di erence between the best pure random echo state network and the best evolved network, their visualization is provided in Figure 8 .
e random network has more than 23 thousand neural connections, in contrast with the evolved network that has only 383. e evolved network only connects neurons which are spatially close and furthermore, the network has no intersecting connections. It should be noted that the evolved network has only a single connection heading out of the input neuron and this connection has a low weight compared to the other connections in the network. e evolution of the best network is depicted in Figure 9 . We have also visualized all the other evolutionary runs and found out that the most successful networks share very similar visual features.
Locally Connected Echo State Networks
A natural question emerges whether the topological features of the most successful evolved networks could be used to improve the pure random fully connected echo state networks as well. We will a empt to answer this question by restricting the pure random networks to only build local connections between the neurons. We will use the same neural substrate as in the case of evolved networks and limit the length of the connections to 0.25. Additionally, only a single connection heading out of the input neuron is allowed.
According to the plot of the NARMA task in Figure 10 , the performance of the locally connected networks is again maximized on the ordered side of the edge of chaos. e other tasks manifested similar results.
To compare locally connected and fully connected echo state networks, we again select the best candidates of both categories according to the tness function (2 − MMSE − N ARMA). e best locally connected network is visualized in Figure 11 and its comparison with fully connected networks is provided in Table 2. On the MMSE task, the locally connected network outperforms the fully connected network by one order of magnitude. On the NR task, the di erence is less noticeable, yet still statistically signi cant. On the NARMA task, the di erence is not statistically signi cant. e corresponding results and p-values are provided in Table 2 . Table 2 : e comparison of the best locally connected echo state network and the best fully connected echo state network on 50 full evaluation cycles (stabilize, train, evaluate). e p-values for the hypothesis that the performance of the locally connected network and the fully connected network di er are calculated using two-tailed one-sample t-test. ere is a single connection heading out of the input neuron to its closest neighbor, however, it is so weak that it is barely visible.
To summarize the results, the performance of the best locally connected network is close to the performance of the best evolved network. Locally connected networks provide a convenient alternative to neuroevolution when the available time and resources are limited.
CONCLUSIONS
Echo state networks represent a fast and powerful approach to time series analysis and prediction. However, it is di cult to choose the right set of parameters for this approach to maximize its computational performance. To simplify the parameter selection, it was stated that the performance of echo state networks is maximized when the network's dynamics is on the transition between order and chaos. We have con rmed this statement in a comprehensive set of experiments. A rigorous reason for this behaviour remains an open question.
Even though the echo state networks were designed as a model of biological brain, their fully connected topology does not appear to be biologically plausible. We have addressed this issue via evolutionary algorithms and created a network with a more "organic" layout. e evolved network turned out to signi cantly outperform the fully connected echo state networks. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that the evolution favoured the ordered side of the edge of chaos and avoided chaotic and overly ordered networks.
We have transferred the properties of the most successful evolved networks back to the original echo state networks and introduced an approach called locally connected echo state networks. is model has also proven to signi cantly outperform the fully connected networks and provides a convenient alternative to neuroevolution when the computational resources are limited.
FUTURE WORK
For the comparison with other methods from the literature, both the proposed models need to be evaluated using a well known benchmark. An example of such a benchmark are the LSTM tasks de ned by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [6] on which the fully connected echo state networks have already been evaluated by Jaeger [9] . Moreover, the proposed models may be evaluated on a set of real-world problems, such as speech prediction and music prediction (similarly to Martens and Sutskever [16] ).
Locally connected networks have a low number of connections with a regular structure. is opens new perspectives for an e cient implementation using massively parallel operations. Such an implementation may allow for signi cantly larger networks while keeping the same computational costs.
